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About This Game

Barrimean Jungle is a first-person game, which we prepared with the most exotic spices. You play for John, who has already
traveled to different corners of the world more than once. And now he's here in the Berryanean Jungle. This place is not on the
maps that we used to see. The main dish for you will be various puzzles: Move objects, complete tasks. Do not forget that every

step can be your last step. It will not always be easy to get somewhere. Of course, all this is flavored with thematic music,
especially for you play the aborigines. I THINK YOU KNOW THAT NOT ALWAYS TRUTH IS ON US BEFORE EYES.
The world is collapsing, and you need to jump into the abyss that jump out of the simulation. You will meet one shaman who

will help you throughout the game. We wish you taste the world of the jungle.

Features...

 Pleasant graphics in the style of Low Poly;

 Exclusive music, created by our best Composers;

 6 parts that have their tasks and discernible gamepley;
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Publisher:
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cool game, really different from others RPG Maker games. the game gets hard on act 5, but I liked it.. What a lovely game.
There is even a story to go with it (it is really odd, but in a nice way). The machines look beautiful in VR, and the learning curve
is great so far.. I like how, unlike the first 2 DLC, Hua Mei and Sylphy acknowledge your presence in this one. This can be good
and bad. It's good because you don't feel that you're role-playing as Hua Mei. You're playing as a competent hero agent. It can
be bad because Hua Mei takes a step back, so her originally rambunctious personality can become a bit muted if storytelling
preempts character in favor of plot.

That said, it didn't matter much since this story was laid out in a 24 hour left type of style. So expect a lot of action but not much
characterization. I mean, the other DLC's are laid out like this too, but this one seriously tried to emulate that tone. To the point
where you get into several battles with no after-battle discussion\/gloating. It just kicks you toward the next objective. This
works, for the most part, since you encounter a lot of faceless mobs. But not all of your opponents are faceless. You'll see what I
mean when you face that overpowered elementary schooler.. Not bad for a lite romp through a dungeon crawler, 8 lvls to
complete, graphics are serviceable for this lvl of game, combat was static fights but i enjoyed them, depending on your skill
with such games it will take a normal player between 10 and 15 hrs to complete, all in all I quite enjoyed it and would recomend
it if you are looking for a few hrs of casual play.. Smart and cute platform puzzle game, though I have sound issues (no sound at
all) with my sb live soundcard when I tried to play it one more time with windows 7 (with XP it was ok). It is pretty dank.. Cute
little game. I played it on {LINK REMOVED} and everyone seemed to enjoy it. Short though, wish there were more levels..
Game itself is good, and I have no complaints thus far with the port. However, I was highly disappointed to find it is missing
maps and soundpacks (voice options) I enjoyed in the original game. It might seem like a small thing, but not being able to
recreate my team properly has ruined the nostalgia value of the game for me.. Charming roguelike with great artstyle and fun
gameplay, by a great dev (I really loved Puppygames' other, more arcadey games, but it's nice to see them try something else).
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I think it's very good game, you should to buy it!. We need chat bar. Okay. This is a prequel\/sequel to Negligee. The main
stories are the prequels, with the epilogues taking place two years after Negligee... oh, and the epilogues of the three love
interests seem to imply you chose someone other than that particular one. Now, one of the stories is about Karen, who... was the
boss who suddenly quit and left Hannah to run the store in the original Negligee. And well... one of the endings of her story tells
you how that happened.

And do note, there are themes in here other than you willingly have sex with this guy (or girl). Some of the routes involve
instances where the act has... consent issues. Easiest way to say it, because I can only remember one or two instances where it
goes from very weak consent to none at all. At least one of those the girl whacks the offending dude with a lamp, so that scene
at least felt somewhat cathartic...

While you don't need to read the original Negligee, I would suggest doing so. Frankly, it is much more satisfying than two of the
good endings, and slighty more satisfying than a third (at least if you play Jasmin's route where you don't give into the
temptation for money... well money for certain acts). Charlotte's good ending actually feels a bit more satisfying, as it is a true
love story... even if it ends slilghtly abruptly though it does get better in the epilogue.

Would recommend, but get it on discount and perhaps in a bundle.. best game ever
over 1500 hours f gameplay in the windows version
love it
you will too:D. It's a Trials game, not much else needed to be said. Great time-killing fun.. It's nice if you just want to make
contact with a baseball, but the physics make the ball so jumpy. Just tapping it could send it over the fence. I'm not very fond of
this take on it.. It is a good game.

Restart sales:
Hi! We decided to alive the project and start sales again.
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